
WHISKY BIBLE



HIGHLANDS

GLENCADAM 10YO   £4.90
A surprisingly smooth whisky for its proof; with fresh fruits on 
the nose and a long finish to be savoured. Enjoyed best neat. 

LOCH LOMOND 12YO  £4.90
A bonnie, bonnie, banker here from the shores of Scotland’s 
largest loch. A little peppery to begin with, rounded off with 
a touch a sweetness. Enjoyed best with a splash of fresh water. 

LEDAIG 10YO  £4.90
From the Isle of Mull, Ledaig use a different style of peat to 
those on Islay. This results in a longer peat flavour that is slightly 
dryer. One of the most complex 10YO available. Enjoyed best 
with a splash of fresh water. 

CLYNELISH 14YO £5.90
A distinctively waxy Highlander, with light citrus on the nose 
and a short, smoky finish. Enjoyed best with a splash of fresh water.

GLEN GARIOCH 12YO £5.90
Pronounced “Glen Ge-ree” (honestly!), this characterful whisky 
combines dark berries, caramel, and just a hint of plums, 
which results in a long, satisfying finish. Enjoyed best with a 
splash of fresh water.  

OBAN LITTLE BAY  £9.90
A typically smooth Oban whisky, married with the added 
complexities of the refill American oak hogsheads and European 
oak Sherry casks in which it has matured in. Deep oaky flavour. 
Enjoyed best neat. 

DALMORE 15YO  £9.90
A classic Dalmore whisky. Rich yet gentle, smooth yet a touch 
spicy, full of flavour yet it doesn’t linger. Enjoyed best neat. 

OBAN 14YO  £10.90
Our local, unhurried since 1794. On the nose; notes of the sea 
which the distillery overlooks. A balanced whisky – with just a 
hint of bite! Enjoyed best neat. 

TOMATIN 18YO  £11.90
Perfect for sipping whilst watching the sunset, this whisky 
finished in Oloroso Sherry Casks begins with intense notes of 
honey, finishing with warming spices – sweet turning to dry. 
Enjoyed best with a splash of fresh water. 

EDRADOUR 1984  £24.90
An incredibly rare twenty-four-year-old whisky hailing from 
Scotland’s smallest traditional distillery. Finished in Pedro Ximinez 
sherry butts, and bottled directly from the cask, savour the long, 
satisfying finish that ensues. Enjoyed best neat. Limited availability. 



SPEYSIDE

TOMINTOUL 10YO £4.90
Self-confessing as a “gentle dram”, Tomintoul gently layers 
hints of crème caramel & toasted almond to create a delicately 
sweet dram, perfect for the end of your evening. Enjoyed best neat. 

KNOCKANDO 12YO  £4.90
A delightfully smooth Speyside whisky, with a sweetness 
on the palate and a slow, spicy finish. Allow this one to sit 
and the flavour will flourish. Enjoyed best neat. 

ABERLOUR 14YO  £5.90
A cornerstone of the modern Speyside style of whisky. A rich 
and full-bodied malt, with bountiful helpings of vanilla and 
creamy notes to help ease those cold & rainy Highland evenings. 
Enjoyed best neat. 

GLENFIDDICH 15YO  £5.90
A staple for any worthy gantry. Light spring aromas, lead to 
summery citrus fruits, autumn leaves precede a winter spice 
finish. A true all year-round whisky. Enjoyed best neat. 

DALWHINNIE WINTER’S GOLD  £5.90
Inspired by the Highlands’ synonymous cold weather, this 
expression from Morayshire is an assertive, spicy, and 
warming malt. Enjoyed best with a cube of ice. 

BALVENIE 14YO CARIBBEAN CASK  £6.90
An indulgent whisky from Balvenie, finished in Caribbean rum 
casks, adding a bit of mojo to this harmonic malt. Enjoyed best neat. 

MACALLAN 12YO SHERRY OAK  £8.90
One of the best 12YO out there, with the spirit quality that only 
a name like Macallan could produce. The lightly smoked 
butterscotch on the palette will win over even the most steadfast 
of peated whisky drinkers. Enjoyed best neat. 

THE GLENLIVET 18YO  £12.90
One that encompasses everything an exceptional malt should 
be, this deceptively strong dram has a complex and aromatic 
aroma to it that any special occasion deserves. Enjoyed best 
with a splash of fresh water. 

GLENFIDDICH 18YO  £12.90
A distillery eponymous with skilful craftsmanship delivers a 
magnificent marriage of Olorosso Sherry & Bourbon. A zesty 
citrus nose satisfyingly evolving to a slightly rich, salted toffee 
finish. They’ve done the hard work, now you do the easy part. 
Enjoyed best neat. 

BALVENIE 21YO PORT CASK  £19.90
An exquisite marriage between thirty-year-old port pipes 
and rare Balvenie liquid delivers an absolute masterclass in 
poise and balance. Trust us, this is an occasion. Enjoyed best neat. 



ISLAY

LAPHROAIG 10YO  £5.50
One of the most distinctive whiskies in all of Scotland. 
A medicinal malt with a huge flavour profile eponymous 
with malts from Islay. Enjoyed best with a splash of water. 

ARDBEG AN OA  £5.50
Named after the Oa peninsular, this is a much more 
approachable Ardbeg whisky. A dark dram that retains all 
the flavours you’d expect from an Ardbeg, whilst keeping
 that classic, Islay kick. Enjoyed best neat. 

BRUICHLADDICH SCOTTISH BARLEY  £5.50
With its flamboyant blue bottle, this whisky is hard to miss – 
and you wouldn’t want to. One of the only un-peated whiskies 
produced on the island, this young malt is friendly and delicate. 
Enjoyed best neat. 

BOWMORE 18YO £11.90
Much more delicately balanced than the colour may suggest, 
the smoky, citrusy flavours in this iconic Islay whisky continue to 
develop even after your glass is empty. Enjoyed best neat. 

BRUICHLADDICH GOLDER STILL  £24.90
A privateer’s collection, this ode to the distillery’s past was 
matured in dumpy, squat bourbon hogsheads allowing for 
intense oaky notes and a rich golden hue. This is not to be missed. 
Enjoyed best neat. Very limited availability. 

LOWLANDS

GLENKINCHIE 12YO  £5.90
A stalwart of the Lowland region. Subtle and delicate 
flavours come to fruition the more this dram is allowed to
 breath. Enjoyed best with a splash of fresh water. 

AUCHENTOSHAN AMERICAN OAK  £4.90
A young, contemporary triple-distilled whisky. Bright and 
sweet – almost Bourbon-like. Great as an aperitif. Enjoyed 
best neat. 



ISLANDS

SCAPA SKIREN  £4.90
A classy whisky for a classy drinker. Distilled in Scotland’s 
only remaining Lomond Still, this whisky hailing from Orkney is 
light, subtle, and mellow. Find a comfortable chair before savouring. 
Enjoyed best neat. 

ISLE OF JURA JOURNEY  £4.90
Want to explore the beautiful Hebridean island of Jura? Begin 
here as a soft and citrusy beginning and a chocolatey finish make 
a fabulous, liquid, introduction. Enjoyed best with a splash of fresh 
water. 

ARRAN 10YO  £4.90
A sweet and rich dram that encompasses all that we have 
come to expect of this small Island distillery. A distinct 
honey-infused finish that will turn even the most steadfast of 
Bourbon drinkers. Enjoyed best with a splash of fresh water. 

ARRAN AMARONE CASK  £5.90
Apples and oranges? Chalk and cheese? Italian Red and 
Scotch whisky? Prepare to be pleasantly surprised. The strength 
and deepness of the whisky pairs beautifully with the dryness 
provided by the Amarone cask. Enjoyed best neat. 

ARRAN BODEGA SHERRY CASK  £6.90
The similarities between the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Firth of Clyde – which Arran distillery overlooks – are few and 
far between, this doesn’t stop this ‘Spanish wine bar’ inspired 
expression warming from the inside. Enjoyed best neat.  

HIGHLAND PARK CASK STRENGTH  £6.90
Exactly what it says on the tin, whisky bottled directly from 
the cask, with no water added to reduce alcohol content. 
A satisfyingly long finish of orchard fruits, black pepper, and 
sweet aniseed linger. Enjoyed best with fresh water, add until 
you reach the optimum flavour.

CAMPBELTOWN

SPRINGBANK 10YO £5.90
From the smallest whisky producing region in Scotland, this 
is the absolute definition of Campbeltown. Rich, sharp, and 
earthy, with peaty flavours rearing their head towards the finish. 
Enjoyed best neat. 




